Emerging investigator series: chemical and physical properties of organic mixtures on indoor surfaces during HOMEChem†
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Organic films on indoor surfaces serve as a medium for reactions and for partitioning of semi-volatile organic compounds and thus play an important role in indoor chemistry. However, the chemical and physical properties of these films are poorly characterized. Here, we investigate the chemical composition of an organic film collected during the HOMEChem campaign, over three cumulative weeks in the kitchen, using both Fourier Transform Ion Cyclotron Resonance Mass Spectrometry (FT-ICR MS) and offline Aerosol Mass Spectrometry (AMS). We also characterize the viscosity of this film using a model based on molecular formulas as well as poke-flow measurements. We find that the film contains organic material similar to cooking organic aerosol (COA) measured during the campaign using on-line AMS. However, the average molecular formula observed using FT-ICR MS is ~C_{50}H_{90}O_{11}, which is larger and more oxidized than fresh COA. Solvent extracted film material is a low viscous semisolid, with a measured viscosity <10^4 Pa s. This is much lower than the viscosity model predicts, which is parametrized with atmospherically relevant organic molecules, but sensitivity tests demonstrate that including unsaturation can explain the differences. The presence of unsaturation is supported by reactions of film material with ozone. In contrast to the solvent extract, manually removed material appears to be highly viscous, highlighting the need for continued work understanding both viscosity measurements as well as parameterizations for modeled viscosity of indoor organic films.

Environmental significance

Indoor surfaces become coated with a thin layer of organic material which can play an important role in indoor air quality. Very little is known about the composition of different indoor films, especially the lower volatility material that can remain on the surface for long periods of time. In this work, we show that a representative film collected in a kitchen is chemically similar to cooking organic aerosol, but it contains larger molecules. We also find that unsaturation needs to be included to correctly model the viscosity of the film. Improvements in our ability to accurately model the chemical and physical properties of indoor surface films are necessary steps towards improving models describing the chemistry occurring in different indoor environments.

1 Introduction

Organic films on indoor surfaces can be formed through the deposition of semi-volatile organic compounds (SVOC) and aerosol particles. Due to the high surface area to volume ratio indoors, these films play important roles in the chemistry of indoor environments as a medium for chemical reactions and as a location for partitioning of gas-phase molecules including SVOCs as well as ammonium and HONO. Previous studies evaluating the chemical components of these films focused on measuring SVOCs. However, many chemicals found in aerosol particles can be much lower volatility, and oligomerization reactions in the film may also decrease the volatility. The chemical composition of the film will play a role in the
partitioning behaviour of gas-phase molecules and should be characterized across a range of different indoor environments to determine the most representative chemical structures for these films for indoor chemistry models.

The physical properties, such as the viscosity, of indoor organic films may also play an important role in indoor environments. For example, heterogeneous oxidation by ozone can produce volatile products, but reactions may be spatially limited to the surface of viscous films. Thus, a high film viscosity could limit the portion of the film that is available to produce volatile products from reactions with ozone. In addition, the mobility of SVOCs may decrease in viscous mixtures. This can impact the timescales for equilibration when, for example, ventilation rates change in an indoor environment.

The viscosity of films can be measured with poke-flow experiments, from the time taken for the deformed material to regain its prior shape. Recent studies have also shown that viscosities for complex organic mixtures can be estimated, as a function of relative humidity (RH) and temperature (T), from molecular formulas in the mixtures. The modelled viscosity has been parametrized with chemicals that have functional groups and structures similar to ones found in outdoor organic aerosol particles, but this may not fully represent the complex organic mixture found in indoor surface films.

One of the largest sources for organic material indoors is food cooking, and cooking organic aerosol (COA) has been characterized with techniques such as gas chromatography/mass spectrometry (GC/MS), chemical ionization mass spectrometry (CIMS), and aerosol mass spectrometry (AMS). GC/MS and CIMS show molecules with carbon numbers up to ~C30 from COA samples. An AMS in COA, characterized by high abundances at m/z 41 (C2H5 +), 43 (C2H7 + and C2H5O +), 55 (C3H7 + and C2H5O +), and 57 (C3H5 + and C2H5O +). Overall, COA has a relatively low oxygen to carbon ratio (O/C) ranging from ~0.1 to ~0.2 to 0.3 for fresh and more aged COA, respectively.

Indoors, COA particles and SVOCs from food cooking can deposit onto surfaces forming an organic film. Once on the surface, the chemical and physical properties of this mixture may continue to evolve via mechanisms like heterogeneous oxidation or oligomerization.

To improve our ability to model indoor air quality and indoor exposure to chemicals, a more complete characterization of the chemical and physical properties of organic films on indoor surfaces is needed. This will provide important constraints for modelling efforts targeting the chemical reactions that occur on indoor surfaces as well as the distribution of SVOC compounds in different indoor environments. The objective of this study was to fully characterize these properties for a film collected and aged for three weeks during the 2018 House Observations of Microbial and Environmental Chemistry (HOMEChem) campaign.

Here, the chemical properties of an extract of this film were measured using two different mass spectrometry techniques: one that provides a direct comparison with aerosol particles measured in situ and one that provides molecular properties of the chemicals in the film. The viscosity of the film extract was measured with a poke-flow technique and was compared to the viscosity modelled using the molecular composition. To provide a broader context for the characteristics of the aged film, comparisons were also made to an independent sample of deposited material that was collected for a shorter duration during the same field campaign and was analysed with a microscopy technique.

This combination of techniques shows that the extract of the film had chemical properties similar to COA, but with higher molecular weights. The modelled viscosity was high, but matched the lower observed viscosity when double bonds were included in the parameterization. These viscosity results are all in contrast to observations of the film when it was manually removed: this material was a crumbly solid. Overall, the results presented here demonstrate that (1) very large molecules can be found deposited on indoor surfaces, (2) updated model parameterizations are needed for indoor organic film viscosity, and (3) solvent extraction and longer-term aging can both modify the observed physical properties of indoor organic films.

2. Materials and methods

In this study, two types of samples were analysed. The first sample was a film that formed over three weeks and the majority of the information in this section refers to this sample. The second sample was deployed for a shorter duration (4 days) and this sample is described below at the end of Section 2.3.

2.1 Sample collection/preparation

Details on the HOMEChem campaign are provided in Farmer and Vance et al. (2019). Briefly, experiments that replicate typical indoor activities, including cooking, were carried out over one month in the University of Texas at Austin’s Test House. Ozone concentrations were fairly consistent with mixing ratios indoors of ~8 ± 18 ppb. During the last three weeks (June 10, 2018 to June 29, 2018) two glass plates were deployed in the kitchen above the stove, placed at a steep slant (~85°) (Fig S2). Field blank plates were opened for ~5 min in the kitchen and then resealed and stored in their bag against the wall for the same time period.

Prior to deployment, glass plates intended for MS analyses were cleaned using 4-5 rinses with Milli-Q water (18 MΩ, Millipore Sigma) followed by a rinse with methanol and were dried in a hood. After deployment, the exposed sides of the glass were pressed against each other and the plates were wrapped in aluminium foil, placed in a plastic bag, and then placed in a brown padded shipping bag for transport. Samples were stored frozen at ~20 °C except during a flight (~12 hours). No ice packs were used during the flight due to airline and weight restrictions. However, we note that the glass plates are fairly thick and take ~3 hours to thaw when placed in sets of two (one pack) on the lab bench. The stack of 8 sets of plates still felt cool when it was placed in the freezer at the end of the trip. This small bit of warming may have changed some chemical properties compared to what was collected after three weeks of deployment at HOMEChem; however, we expect a few hours at
a cool temperature in a closed container will have a minimal impact.

Two methods for sample removal were used here. In the first, solvent extraction of organic material was carried out using a novel surface extractor which consists of a 0.5" (1.3 cm) Teflon tube filled with acetonitrile (5 mL total in ~1 to 2 mL increments). This tube was pressed down onto the surface and moved around in a circle of ~3" (7.7 cm) diameter. The material that dissolved in the acetonitrile was collected from the surface via a 1/8" (0.3 cm) Teflon line into a clean collection vial using a vacuum pump; a full characterization of the extractor is in preparation. The same method was used to collect the field blank using a separate set of Teflon tubing. Extracted samples were dried under a gentle stream of ultra-high purity nitrogen (UHP N₂) and were stored at −20 °C until analysis.

The second method of sample removal involved scraping a cleaned razor blade across the surface. This built up small waxy clumps of the film on the edge of the blade that were then placed into a small glass vial. Analysis of the physical properties of this manually removed material is ongoing; the description provided here comes from the observed behaviour when a sample was pressed down onto an Attenuated Total Reflectance-Fourier Transform Infrared spectroscopy crystal for (Or et al. 2020).5 The total area that was scraped with the razor blade was approximately the same as the solvent extraction.

For the ozone reaction experiment, approximately one third of an acetonitrile extract was dried under UHP N₂ in the bottom of a 20 mL glass vial. This open vial was then placed in a gas-tight box with ~2 L min⁻¹ of zero air and ~3 ppm ozone flowing through. Ozone was produced using a Penray lamp (Model 600, Jelight Co. Inc.) and the ozone concentration was measured using a 2B Technologies UV absorption ozone meter. The vial was exposed to ozone in the box for 24 hours at room temperature and then stored at −20 °C until analysis.

2.2 Mass spectrometry

For offline AMS analysis, one third of the acetonitrile extract was dried and reconstituted with 50 μL Milli-Q water and atomized into a High Resolution-Time of Flight-Aerosol Mass Spectrometer (HR-AMS)⁴⁵,⁴⁶ using the small volume nebulizer (SVN).⁴⁷ The spectrum for the field blank was spectrally subtracted from the sample spectrum after weighting the field blank intensities by a factor of 0.2. The resulting electron ionization (EI) mass spectral data was analysed using software packages SQUIRREL (v1.571) and PIKA (v1.161).

A separate HR-AMS was used during HOMEChem to make online measurements of sub-micron non-refractory aerosol.⁴⁸ Data utilized in this work includes high resolution organic aerosol mass spectra up to m/z 100 averaged over the same time period that the glass plates were deployed. The AMS inlet was located in the test house kitchen adjacent to the refrigerator, and the sample air was dried prior to analysis by the AMS. Additional HR-AMS details are presented in Katz et al. (2021).⁴⁹ Because small fragments are produced in the AMS detection scheme, high-resolution organic aerosol data was analysed only up to m/z 100. O/C and H/C calculations were performed following the method of Canagaratna et al. (2015) which was the same method used for offline AMS analysis.⁵⁰

Electrospray ionization Fourier Transform-Ion Cyclotron Mass Spectrometry (ESI FT-ICR MS) was carried out using electrospray ionization of the two samples (unreacted and aged with ozone) on a Bruker Daltonics 12 Tesla Apex Qe at Old Dominion University. About one third of the dried extract samples were reconstituted with methanol (~300 μL), diluted by a factor of 200 with methanol, and sprayed in positive ion mode. Assignments were made using methods similar to previous work⁵⁷,⁵⁸ with a mass accuracy window of 1 ppm, the molecular formula calculator (https://nationalmaglab.org/user-facilities/icr/irc/software), and a range of values C₀–100H₂–200O₁–50N₀–N₄₈.¹ For the FT-ICR MS analysis, any peaks observed in the field blank were removed from the final sample peak list.

2.3 Viscosity

The viscosity of the organic material in the film was predicted using the measured elemental composition from FT-ICR MS analysis following the parameterization in DeRieux and Li et al. (2018) using compounds containing carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen. Eqn (1) was applied to estimate the glass transition temperature (T_g) of individual compounds:

\[
T_g = (n_C + \ln(n_C))b_C + \ln(n_H)b_H + \ln(n_O)\ln(n_O) + \ln(n_N)b_N + \ln(n_O)b_O
\]

where n_C, n_H, and n_O are the number of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen atoms, respectively. Values of the coefficients [n_C, b_C, b_H, b_CH₂, b_O, and b_CO] are [12.13, 10.95, −41.82, 21.61, 118.96, −24.38] as used previously.⁵⁸ The glass transition temperature of the dry organic mixture (T_g,org) is calculated by the Gordon–Taylor equation with the Gordon–Taylor constant (k_GT) of 1.⁵²

\[
T_{g,org} = \sum w_i T_{g,i}
\]

where the mass fraction w_i is assumed to be proportional to the relative abundance in the mass spectrum. The predicted T_{g,org} is very high (422 K), reflecting that the majority (97%) of the detected compounds have high molar mass (>500 g mol⁻¹) as discussed in the text. The RH in the kitchen was between 43% to 82%, with an average of 57%,⁵³ leading to water uptake by organic films. The mass fraction of water was estimated using the effective hygroscopicity parameter (κ).⁵³ κ was not measured during the HOMEChem campaign, so we assumed a value of 3 × 10⁻³ or 0.14 estimated for fresh or aged COA, respectively.²⁴ T_g of a mixture of organics and water (T_{g,mix}) can be calculated by the Gordon–Taylor equation with k_GT of 2.5.⁵⁷ Using the calculated T_{g,mix}, the temperature-dependence of viscosity can be calculated applying the Vogel–Tammann–Fulcher (VTF) equation.⁵⁶,⁵⁷,⁵⁸

The viscosity of the HOMEChem extract samples was measured using the poke-flow technique.²⁴–²⁸ For these experiments, a separate replicate acetonitrile extraction was carried out. The poke-flow technique has been developed to measure the viscosity of small samples (~1 mg of material) with values ranging from 10⁴ Pa s to less than 10⁴ Pa s. Details on the approach used here as well as representative movies of some experiments are provided in the ESL†.
A full description of the method for sample collection and analyses for Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) is available in Or et al. (2020). Briefly, 1.3 × 1.3 cm pieces of glass were cleaned with methanol and water rinses and were placed vertically in the kitchen and shared living room of the Test House. Samples were exposed for four days (June 24, 2018 to June 28, 2018) before transfer to sealed stainless-steel containers. Samples were stored in the dark at ambient conditions and analysed under ambient conditions.

3. Results and discussion

3.1 Aerosol mass spectrometry

Cooking events during HOMEChem produced high particle concentrations ranging from ~20 to 350 μg m⁻³ with the largest concentrations during stir fry, breakfast, and chili cooking. Online AMS measurements showed variations in the mass spectra during different cooking activities. Since the plates were deployed for three cumulative weeks, the film is likely an average of gases and particles that deposited during that time.

Fig. 1a shows the offline HR-AMS mass spectrum for the material extracted off the glass surface and Fig. 1b shows the average on-line HR-AMS mass spectrum over the same time period. The signal for N-containing ions was very low in both AMS data sets (N/C ~ 0.005 for offline AMS); thus only identified ions containing carbon with hydrogen and/or oxygen atoms (e.g. C₆H₆ or C₆H₅O⁻ fragments) are included for analysis. Both mass spectra are similar to COA observed in the field, with high abundances at m/z 41 (C₃H₇⁺), 43 (C₃H₅⁺ and C₃H₃O⁺), 55 (C₅H₇⁺ and C₃H₇O⁺), and 57 (C₄H₉⁺ and C₃H₅O⁺). The weighting between ions found at the same nominal mass can be seen in the relative heights of the stacked green vs. purple bars in Fig. 1.

The two AMS mass spectra have similar overall fragmentation patterns with a dot product between them of 0.97. To evaluate the similarity for lower abundance ions, the log of each of the intensities was also taken and the corresponding dot product was 0.74. These results suggest that there is a high degree of chemical similarity between the samples, but that there are differences in the lower abundance ions. This is expected given the differences in age between the samples and the potential for solubility to influence the composition of the extract.

The largest difference between the two mass spectra is that the surface extract is slightly more oxidized, with an average O/C of 0.22 compared to 0.18 for the online AMS. The higher O/C may be due to the fact that the extract is the water-soluble fraction. In addition, during the three-week deployment the material was exposed to oxidants such as ozone and OH radicals which may have oxidized the organic mixture, as well as to VOCs and SVOCs which may have oligomerized into the film. The good agreement between offline and online AMS spectra in Fig. 1 demonstrates that COA, and likely SVOCs associated with COA, make up a large fraction of the material that deposited on nearby surfaces in the kitchen during HOMEChem.

3.2 FT-ICR MS

Additional information about the chemical mixture can be gained using soft ionization mass spectrometry to characterize larger, intact molecular ions. Fig. 2a shows an ESI FT-ICR MS mass spectrum for carbon-, hydrogen-, and oxygen-containing compounds in the extract. In Fig. 2b, the double bond equivalence (DBE) vs. the m/z is shown and the inset in Fig. 2a shows the Van Krevelen plot for these ions. This manuscript focuses on the C, H, and O containing ions because, as mentioned above, the amount of nitrogen observed in the offline AMS was very low (N/C = 0.005). Fig. S3f shows the full FT-ICR MS mass spectrum for the unreacted sample with some nitrogen containing ions. These are likely trace amounts of compounds with reduced nitrogen such as amines which can have very high ionization efficiency in ESI and thus be over-represented in terms of abundance.

In this extract, 243 molecular formulae were identified with an average molecular weight of ~840 atomic mass units (amu). The average intensity weighted molecular formula is C₅₆H₉₀O₁₁, which has the same O/C ratio (0.22) as the average offline AMS (Fig. 1a). This suggests that both mass spectrometers are measuring a similar chemical mixture, despite the differences in the solvents used (Milli Q water vs. methanol).

Previous studies have shown that online AMS mass spectra during HOMEChem stir fry experiments compared well with aerosolized vegetable (soy) oil emitted in a test house kitchen. The center of the mass range from the FT-ICR MS analysis of the extract is similar to triglycerides in soy oil (~900 amu), as is the DBE distribution, while the extract is more oxidized than pure vegetable oil.
triglycerides (O/C \sim 0.1). In the higher mass region, the DBE ranges from \sim 3 to 9. These double bond equivalents can be carbon–carbon double bonds (C=C), carbon–oxygen double bonds (C=O), or rings. If chemicals like triglycerides are present, some of these double bonds are likely esters, but there is also the possibility of unsaturation or rings. The chemical mixture shown in Fig. 2 is primarily comprised of large molecules, but COA has also been found to contain smaller molecules (\sim C_{30} and less). The lack of smaller molecules in this sample may be partially explained by the analytical methods used here because the sample was evaporated under UHP N\textsubscript{2}. It is also possible that some SVOCs reacted with material in the film, forming oligomers with higher molecular weight. The number of different molecular formulae and the higher O/C suggest a more complex mixture is present on the surface than a mixture of different triglycerides. This is consistent with increased oxygen content in COA when vegetables and sauce are added to a stir-fry and may also indicate that reactions occurred in the film over the three week deployment. Overall, the molecules found on this surface are too large and likely have too low volatility to be measured by GC/MS; thus, the use of FT-ICR MS provides a first look at these lower volatility components on an indoor surface.

### 3.3 Physical properties

Chemical composition can affect the viscosity of organic films and this viscosity is important to understand because it can play a role in the sorption behaviour of SVOCs. Using the molecular formulas in Fig. 2, the predicted viscosity, as a function of RH at room temperature, is shown as the purple shaded area in Fig. 3a, using estimates for the \( T_{g,\text{org}} \) of 422 K. The upper and lower boundary lines of the shaded area are calculated with \( \kappa \) of 0.003 and 0.14, respectively. During HOMEChem, the RH in the kitchen reached as high as 82\%\textsuperscript{33} but tended to range from \sim 40 to 60% leading to a predicted semi-solid or solid phase in this aged organic material (10\textsuperscript{6} to 10\textsuperscript{12} Pa s).

In contrast with the predicted values, Fig. 3a also shows viscosity ranges from poke-flow measurements of the extracted material (black circles and arrows). For all RH values studied, the measured viscosities are less than 10\textsuperscript{3} Pa s (black dots with downward arrows). This viscosity is in the range of peanut butter (\sim 10\textsuperscript{5} Pa s) or honey (\sim 10 Pa s)\textsuperscript{34} and the mixture is a low viscous semi-solid. The much higher viscosity predicted using the initial estimates for \( T_{g,\text{org}} \) (purple shaded area) indicates a large measurement/model gap for this material.

The low measured viscosity for deposited organic material is also supported by imaging analysis. Fig. 3b shows AFM images of particles collected over four days at the end of the campaign on a separate glass plate and Fig. 3c shows the distribution of aspect ratios. Flatter particles with a low aspect ratio were observed suggesting that the freshly deposited particles on this surface have a low viscosity.\textsuperscript{2}

For the modelled viscosity, eqn (1) estimates the model parameter, \( T_g \), based only on chemical composition and was derived from a dataset mostly with saturated compounds comprising OH and COOH functional groups. While this method has been successful in predicting viscosity of atmospheric SOA, it could significantly overestimate the \( T_g \) of compounds containing carbonyl and ester groups. Molecular structure and functional groups have a close relationship with viscosity, which is not explicitly considered in the applied parameterization.

Given the similarities to COA and triglycerides in the mass spectral analysis, the presence of unsaturation should be considered in this mixture. Unsaturated fatty acids are known to have lower melting points than saturated fatty acids: the presence of one or more double bonds results in bends in the hydrocarbon chain, making molecules harder to stack together with weaker intermolecular interactions, lowering the melting point and \( T_g \). Table S1 and Fig. S4 show that \( T_g \) of triglycerides could be significantly overestimated by \sim 155 K to 245 K, depending on DBE, with higher DBE leading to larger overestimation. Sensitivity simulations correcting the effects of DBE (ESI) show that the predicted \( T_{g,\text{org}} \) of the surface extract could decrease from 422 K to 236 K, giving a predicted viscosity lower than 10\textsuperscript{3} Pa s, which is within the range of measured viscosities (Fig. 3a, pink shaded). This indicates that including structural information in estimating \( T_g \) can help improve model performance and reduce the uncertainty in the predicted viscosity of indoor organic films.

Taken together, these results show that acetonitrile extracts from the HOMEChem surface are a low viscous semi-solid, and that including double bonds closes the gap between the modelled and measured viscosities (Fig. 3a). The comparison with AFM results (Fig. 3b and c) is consistent with this view,
showing that a lower viscosity is also observed in the freshly deposited particles.

However, the same sample was used for a prior study (Or et al. (2020)) and film material was removed from the surface in a different area of the glass using a razor blade, as described above in Section 2.1. The observed viscosity of the manually scraped material was much higher (Fig. S5†). The scraped material appeared more solid, and it crumbled when pressed. The apparent viscosity of the freshly deposited material (Fig. 3b and c) can be compared with this three week aged, manually removed material. The higher viscosity of the scraped material, compared with the low aspect ratio of freshly deposited particles (Fig. 3b and c), suggests that longer term aging can increase the viscosity of indoor organic films. Possible mechanisms include the loss of smaller molecules (decreased plasticization), oligomerization, or increased intermolecular bonding through increased oxidation. We highlight that this increase in viscosity with aging also matches everyday experiences; for example, thicker organic films on kitchen surfaces often become more difficult to remove after a few days or weeks. The viscosity of the manually removed material could not be determined from the poke-flow technique and ongoing work is being carried out to determine the viscosity of this material as well as the effects of solvent extraction on the physical properties of indoor surface films.

3.4 Ozonolysis

The above analyses demonstrate that the presence of carbon–carbon double bonds (C=C) closes the observed gap between the measured and modelled viscosity. Further support for the presence of double bonds in the mixture is provided by an experiment exposing a portion of the dried acetonitrile extract to high concentrations of ozone, which can react with unsaturated carbon.

Fig. 4a shows results from ESI FT-ICR MS analysis with the unreacted sample in black and the sample exposed to 3 ppm ozone for 24 hours overlaid in blue; the inset shows the change in a Van Krevelen diagram. Overall, ozonolysis leads to fragmentation and some oxidation of the mixture with increases in the average intensity weighted O/C from 0.21 to 0.24 and decreases in the average, intensity-weighted carbon number from 50 to 46. Molecules that are not detected in the FT-ICR MS for the sample exposed to ozone are indicated by black peaks without a blue peak overlaid on top (Fig. 4a). This loss is observed across the mass spectrum and especially in a group around 850–1000 m/z. In the Van Krevelen inset, these peaks are dominantly found in the lower H/C and O/C region. After ozonolysis, there are a few molecules that have high O/C (>0.5), these molecules have an average molecular weight around 600 amu and a formula ~C_{26}H_{51}O_{14}.

Removal of peaks in the mass spectrum suggests chemical transformations and/or fragmentation reactions occurred, changing the molecular composition. However, the mass spectrum for the ozone sample has only a few new, smaller mass ions after aging. The lack of smaller fragment ions may be due to some material volatilizing out of the samples during the aging process. It is important to note that this analysis probes the molecular formulas only and the intensities are not quantitative; chemical transformations can change the formulas to ones already present in the sample, giving the appearance of a lack of reaction. Overall, 86 common molecular formulas were found with 82 unique formulas for the ozonolysis sample and
were still C=C bonds in the film after three weeks exposure/deposition in the test house. The reactivity shown in Fig. 4 is likely an upper estimate of the total uptake that could occur if the film was exposed to a high concentration of ozone. Future work is needed to characterize the extent that intact films similar to this can act as sinks for indoor ozone.

4. Conclusions

This work is the first analysis of higher molecular weight compounds on indoor surfaces. The material on the surface has chemical properties that are very similar to COA particles measured online with an AMS over the same time period. The good agreement between the offline and online AMS data sets demonstrates the capability for offline AMS analysis of surface films to provide insights into important sources; this will become especially relevant as more online AMS datasets for indoor aerosol particles are collected.

The viscosity of organic films on indoor surfaces can influence the type of chemical reactions that occur on the surface as well as the partitioning of SVOCs indoors. This study is the first direct measurement of the viscosity of extracted film material off indoor surfaces and it provides a starting point for indoor models that include the chemical properties of the films in predicting the concentration of SVOCs indoors. The comparison between measured and modelled viscosities shows that the extracted sample is a low viscous semi-solid and that the chemicals deposited in this kitchen contain unsaturation which should be included in the model parameterization for surface films from COA. The addition of unsaturation into the model closes the measurement/model gap for the extracted material. However, the higher observed viscosity for the scraped material compared to the freshly deposited particles indicates remaining gaps in the parameterization of the modelled viscosity for aged indoor films. It also demonstrates gaps in our understanding of how longer-term aging affects the physical properties of indoor organic films and on how solvent extractions influence the measured viscosity of indoor films. Future studies are needed to probe the evolution of the chemical and the physical properties of indoor organic films in kitchens as well as in other indoor spaces to improve our ability to model and predict indoor air quality and the chemistry of different indoor environments.
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